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Material Needed:
11" square of flannel or other soft fabric
Circle of muslin, knit, flannel (for face, dark colors
preferred)
5" length of 1" gathered lace
Curled yarn (hair color)
3" x 4" body guide from cardstock
Small Bow
Pinking Shears
Micro pigment ink pen
(waterproof and fade proof for the fine face lines)
Acrylic Paint
Fine Tip Paint Brush
Crayon or Colored Pencil (for cheeks)

Notice the face placement is just below the center of the circle.

Doll Faces

Curling the Yarn for the Hair:
Wind yarn tightly onto small metal knitting needle
(knot ends so it will stays tight.) Bake in 150 degree
oven for about 10 minutes (warning-the needle will
be hot). Cool completely before removing from the
knitting needle. Cut in 1 1/2” to 2” lengths and hand
stitch to the top of the head. You may also loop
uncurled yarn and hand stitch in place.
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Open the 2nd fold. Place the body
guide on the 1st fold and align the
dashed line with the crease created by
the 2nd fold. Trace the guide. Straight
sew the lines between A-B and C-D.
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These two stitched lines will form the
sides of the doll body. Separate the
two pieces of fabric and stuff the rectangle. Machine sew the line between B
and C to enclose and finish the body.
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Fold a 11” square of fabric into a triangle. Fold again as shown above.
The purpose of the second fold is to
locate an exact middle line.
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Trace the face and circle onto flesh colHand gather a 5” length of 1” wide
The two open edges are machine
ored fabric. Use a micro pigment ink
lace. Pull it tight to form a half circle.
sewn closed and decorative edges
are added. This may be done using Hand whip stitch this to the top of the pen that is waterproof and fade proof for the
pinking shears, zig-zag, or machine dec- body to make a collar for the head. A bow fine lines. Fill in the colors of the eyes and
in the middle of the collar can be added. mouth using a fine brush and acrylic paint.
orative stitches.

Hand gather the outside edge. Stuff the
Notice a lighter eye color was used at
Be sure it is secure and that the stitchhead tight and pull the gathers closed.
the base of the eye color, a white dot
es do not show. Try to catch just one
gives shine. Blush the cheeks with col- Hand sew the back to secure it. Blind stitch layer of fabric so the stitches will not show
ored pencil or crayon. Cut the circle out. the head to the top of the body.
on the back of the blanket. Add hair to the
top of the head and you are done!

